
 

 
 
 
 

COCKTAILS 
 
Classic Vodka or Gin/Premium Martini       R 96 / R 135 
Caipirinha            R 104 
Caipiroska/Premium          R 105 /R 135 
Strawberry Daquiri            R 98 
Pina Colada            R 98 
Mojito Mint/Strawberry           R 98 
Jager Bomb            R 112 
Cosmopolitan/Premium          R 98 / R 135  
Long Island Ice Tea/Bull          R 124 /R 139 
Margarita/Premium          R 96 / R 116 
Aperol Spritzer           R 135 
Mimosa                R 126 
Kir Sparkling/Kir Wine          R 136 /R 121 
 

NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS                                R 88 
 
Pineapple Surprise 
Strawberry Surprise 
Shirley Temple 
Mojito Mint/Strawberry 
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WINE BY THE GLASS 

 
ROSE 
De Grendel            R 79 
 
CHENIN BLANC 
Ken Forrester             R 97 
Waterford             R 83 
 
SAUVIGNON BLANC 
La Motte              R 77 
De Wetshof           R 82 
Klein Constantia           R 109 
 
CHARDONNAY 
Game Reserve           R 98 
Saxenburg Private Collection          R 128 
 
MERLOT 
Villiera            R 98 
Steenberg             R 131 
 
SHIRAZ 
Saxenburg Private Collection         R 141 
Saronsberg                    R 174 
 
PINOTAGE 
Grangehurst           R 151 
Saxenburg Private Collection           R 134 
  
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
La Motte            R 119 
Saxenburg                R 155 
 
SA SPARKLING WINE 
Saronsberg Brut                    R 126 
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 METHODE CAP CLASSIQUE 

 
Saronsberg Brut MCC                                R 490     
The wine has a translucent colour with a slight green edge and a prominent mousse. Delicate flavours of  
toasted biscuit, creamy lees and fresh apple end with a long, elegant, dry finish. 
 

Graham Beck Brut                                                 R 495    
This benchmark bubbly is a beautiful harmony of lengthy Chardonnay and fragrant Pinot Noir.  
It's perfectly woven with leesy warmth and gentle ripe grape flavours. Light yeasty aromas, good fruit  
on the nose, and rich creamy complexity on the palate. Fine mousse gives freshness and finesse. 
 

Steenberg 1682 Brut Chardonnay       R 535 
The 1682 Brut has aromas of fresh granny smith apples, peach and overtones of freshly baked biscuits,  
and a creamy, yet fresh, mouth feel. It is a wonderful wine for all occasions, remaining crisp and refreshing  

on the palate without lacking fullness. 
 
Graham Beck Brut Rose                                                R 495     
Pale silver-pink. Aromas of raspberries, cherries and a few secondary whiffs of minerality. A lively mousse  
but fine in the mouth, with subtle red berry flavours enlivened by bright acids. Brisk on the palate, showing 
hints of oyster shell and fresh lavender. Flirtatious and fun, yet elegant and structured, it's perfect for all  
seasons and settings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAMPAGNE 
 
 
 

Veuve Clicquot Non Vintage                         R 2115      

Veuve Clicquot Vintage                                   R 2595    

Moet & Chandon Non-Vintage        R 2095      

Moet & Chandon Vintage                               R 2495     

Moet & Chandon Rose                                R 2395 

Moet & Chandon Nectar Brut        R 2350 

Moet & Chandon Nectar Rose        R 2575     

Dom Perignon Blanc                                                R 5995    

Dom Perignon Rose                                        R 8995    
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                                    ROSĒ 
 
 

De Grendel Rose          R 234 
The wine has an attractive strawberry pink colour. Ample fruit reminds us of red berries, strawberries &  
watermelon. The wine has a crisp, dry finish with a very well-structured natural acidity. 
  

Waterford Estate Rosemary        R 293   
Slight increase in pink colour intensity (compared to 2011).  Aroma is minerally driven with sour apricots  
and sweet raspberry fruit undertones. The well integrated acid leads to an elegantly tangy textured mouth 
feel with a characteristic dry finish and a low alcohol content. 
 
 

 CHENIN BLANC 
  
Waterford Chenin Blanc         R 243       
A brilliant yellow-green appearance with fresh aromatic notes of sweet apricot and peach pip.  
The Viognier component adding attractive nuances of white floral. The palate is dry, with full fruit flavours.   
A medium textured mouth feel followed by perfectly balanced natural acidity on the finish. 
 

Ken Forrester Reserve Chenin Blanc       R 386       
Golden hued and full bodied, with melon and spicy baked apple aromas. Layered, with mineral notes  
enhanced by honeycomb and caramel flavours from lees contact. This wine is a great example of the 
harmonious balance which can be achieved between fruit and delicate oak/vanilla flavours, as they 
combine to form complex, soft flavours with sufficient body to enhance even spicy and full flavoured meals. 
 

Cederberg Five Generations Chenin Blanc      R 665       
Delicate aromas of honey, lime zest, roasted nuts and peaches laced with sweet vanilla undertones.  
Well integrated wood and ageing on the lees developed a full, rich palate with a smooth lingering finish.  
The Chenin Blanc is concentrated and structured for longevity. An elegant well crafted wine. 
 

Boschendal Chenin Blanc         R 239 
This fruity, well-balanced, full bodied wine is distinguishable by its exotic mango and honey aromas  
on the nose. On the palate, this wine has a core of fruit with hints of nuts and honey. 

 
 

 BLENDED WHITES 
 
 

Haute Cabriere Chardonnay Pinot Noir                        R 329       
This enticing blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir shows elegant fruit underlined by firm acidity. You will 
find an abundance of zesty fruit - most notably white peach, lychee and red fruit - with a delectable full  
mouth feel and balance. 
 

Buitenverwachting Buiten Blanc        R 232      
This full bodied Sauvignon Blanc based blend offers a variation of fruit characters including ripe  

gooseberry, green peppers, green melon and hints of tropical fruit. 
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 OTHER WHITE VARIETALS 

 
 
 
Sutherland Riesling          R 282   
A vibrant wine with notes of ripe green apple, apple blossom, beeswax & fynbos honey.  
 

Steenberg Semillon          R 538  
Light gold with green hue. Ripe tropical fruit on the nose. Peach and apricots with hints of crème  
brulée and lemon meringue on the palate, followed by quinces and tangerine on the aftertaste.  
Great structure and length with a soft creaminess that lingers. 
 

Saronsberg Viogner          R 398 
The wine has a light straw colour and flavours of honey, pear, apricot and delicate floral notes. It has a  
rich silky palate with subtle spice and yellow fruit flavours, light oak and a balanced fresh finish. 

 

 
 

ROUSSANNE 
 
 

Ken Forrester Roussanne         R 665    
Elegant, rich restrained, hints of lime blossom, soft on the palate with a gentle structure, this classic  
Rhone grape thrives in the Mediterranean climate here at The Cape of Good Hope. 
 

 
 
 
 

UNWOODED CHARDONNAY 
 
 
De Wetshof Bon Vallon                                                              R 354  
Bon Vallon is an unwooded Chardonnay exuding fresh green apple, peach and citrus aromas with zingy, 
mineral flavours lingering on the palate. 

 
 
Bouchard Finlayson Sans Barrique       R 393   
Delicately balanced with musical flavours dancing seamlessly across the palate. Hints of peach,  
gooseberries and gentle crisp apple tones, all combine to offer a truly excitable presentation of Chardonnay 
in its natural form. 
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CHARDONNAY WOODED 
 

 

Bouchard Finlayson Missionvale       R 692 
The winemaking style enjoys traditional barrel fermentation with 30 % new French oak being employed to  
enhance seven months of yeast maturation. Complex and delicate with layers of yeasty lime and  
melon flavours occasionally harmonized by the smell of squashed apple and strawberries. 
 

Game Reserve Chardonnay            R 310  
Aromas of zesty citrus fruit, lemon curd and a hint of crushed oyster shell follow through to a palate 
redolent of fresh lemons, limes and grapefruit. The finish has a chalky minerality complemented by  
elegant, creamy oak tones. 
 

Glen Carlou Chardonnay         R 378  
Vibrant pale yellow with slight lime green hue. Intense aroma with a complex bouquet of lime-tree blossom  
gooseberry, peach and citrus. Soft and generous, mouth-filling fruit flavours of stone fruits and citrus. The  
creamy texture is balanced and with a fine acid. It has a clean fresh finish with well-integrated oak in the end. 
 

Hartenberg The Eleanor Chardonnay       R 1095 
The wine shows an attractive lemon yellow with marzipan, butterscotch notes, quite rich, with faint  
grapefruit freshening the finish, old fashioned and plush. 
 

La Motte Chardonnay          R 372  
A low pH and good acid in the analyse were evident of a fresh wine with a firm structure. Low alcohol  
resulted in soft, integrated extraction of complementing wood flavours. The result is a wine with  
tropical and citrus fruit flavours, withcashew nut in thebackground. Secondary traces of fermentation  
and wood are present, but it is a crisp and refreshing wine. 
 

De Wetshof Bateleur Chardonnay       R 1130  
This premium quality, uniquely complex Chardonnay is barrel selected by Danie De Wet personally,  
from grapes grown on specific terroir. Citrus and pear-drop notes are complemented by an intriguing 
nuttiness, with citrus on the finish. 
 

Saxenburg Chardonnay                R 498  
A full and concentrated wine with lovely tropical fruit and hazel nut flavours. Best enjoyed with seafood  
and lighter meat dishes.  
 

Jordan Nine Yards Chardonnay        R 998  
Butterscotch, spicy cloves, lemon/lime and orange peel with complex mineral citrus flavours. A rich  
mouth feel and subtly balanced toasty French oak integrate with the long, tropical peach and melon finish.  
After a light filtration, the wine was bottled. 
 

Iona Chardonnay           R 695 
The wine shows concentrated apple blossom and citrus notes, with underlying hazelnut and lime  
undertones, which adds to layered complexity. Stony tautness adds to freshness and precision.  
The wine has great mid palate length, with a long and intense finish. 
 

Uva Mira The Mira Chardonnay        R 625 
Crisp peach and apricot aromas with zesty lemon cream and a hint of toasted cashews. Uplifting acidity and 
flinty minerality, offering both a creamy texture and freshness. Structured mid palate with a persistent finish. 
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SAUVIGNON BLANC 
 
 

Saxenburg Private Collection Sauvignon Blanc     R 295     
A complex, fruity, figgie, grassy, tropical and fine flowery flavour. The wine has exceptional balance and  
has a fresh elegant character. With its long fruity finish and elegant structure it is ideal to mature for a  
number of years or to enjoy as an aperitif or with light salads and fish. 
 

Klein Constantia Sauvignon Blanc       R 399        
Crisp green notes on the nose are complimented by delectable tropical flavours of sweet melon,  
gooseberries and Kiwi fruit. Fresh acidity on the palate, together with great fruit intensity and classic 
Constantia minerality create a bold wine that is made to be enjoyed with food. 
 

De Wetshof Sauvignon Blanc        R 335      
A wine with a fruity & flinty complexity. Robust and rich on the palate with a ripe fig finish. 
 

Bouchard Finlayson Sauvignon Blanc       R 343       
This is a dry wine with no hard edges. It has great fruit harmonizing with a small compliment of Semillon  
to assist with its evolution. Smooth, tropical and marginally herbaceous with bright flavours. Excellent  
lingering finish with languid ripples of mixed fruits and plum, fig and kiwi. 
 

La Motte Sauvignon Blanc             R 269       
The wine has a greeny straw colour. On the nose, gooseberry is the first impression, followed by pineapple,  
lime and wild grass. The palate is well balanced, well-polished and medium-round, with a clean, dry and  
refreshing finish. 
 

Paul Cluver Sauvignon Blanc        R 279       
The colour is clear and bright, with a hint of green. The nose is clean and fresh with expressive granadilla,  
elderberry, gooseberry and black currant characteristics. These flavours follow through onto the palate 
which has a lovely creamy texture – the result of extended lees contact. 
 

Vergelegen Sauvignon Blanc        R 298  
Pale, bright green-tinged yellow.  Pure, vibrant aromas of lime blossom, gooseberry, dusty herbs, white  
pepper & quinine. Dense, tactile & bone-dry with brisk flavours of lime, crushed stone & saline minerality. 
A dusty, yet weightless Sauvignon Blanc with a very long, icy finish featuring metallic minerality & a  
repeating salty quality.  
  

Iona Sauvignon Blanc                                  R 452      
Fragrance of pure white grapefruit, intense tropical fruit, ripe gooseberry and fleshy kiwi fruit overlay. 
Iona's distinctive herbal and floral undertones. The palate is keenly balanced showing cut green apples  
and lime marmalade followed by great minerality and length.  
 

De Grendel Sauvignon Blanc        R 335       
This wine is an explosion of tropical fruit with pronounced flavours of passion fruit, white peaches & ripe  
figs. The fruit follows through on the palate resulting in a full, well-balanced mouth feel & end with a crisp,  
dry acidity. 
 

Sutherland Sauvignon Blanc           R 297       
Fragrant aromas of fresh citrus and passion fruit. Three follow through on the palate with a lovely long  
mineral finish. This wine is fragrant and fruity with a dry, zesty finish. 
 

Steenberg Black Swan                         R 498      
The wine is beautifully creamy with a full mouth feel, a great acidity and lingering aftertaste. Shows aromas  
of fynbos, freshly cut grass, passion fruit, lime and orange blossom. 
 
 

Boschendal Sauvignon Blanc        R 298       
This straw-coloured wine has an aroma of herbs and tropical fruit, with hints of lime and green fig.  
These complex flavours carry through to the creamy, harmonious palate adding to the zesty finish 
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RED BLENDS  
 
 
Grangehurst Cabernet/Merlot        R 685   
Dark ruby colour; complex aromas & flavours of black and red berries, cassis,  
mocha and violets. A full-bodied barrel matured red wine with smooth, ripe tannins.  
 
 

Vergelegen DNA                           R 685      
Exclusively distributed through Baia.  This soft Cabernet Franc driven Bordeaux blend boasts a beautiful  
perfumed nose typical of the varietal with a soft, smooth & lingering palate.  A very special bottle of wine! 
    

Warwick Trilogy           R 1255     
A bouquet reminiscent of cherries & blackcurrants.  With tones of dark chocolate on the palate with a  
full body & firm silky tannins. 
  

De Toren Fusion “V”            R 1595     
Fine spices and dark chocolate infused liquorice surprise on the nose. Tasting this aromatic and delicately  
concentrated wine reveals blackcurrant, dried plums and fresh rose petals. A hint of black pepper with a  
dash of rocket salad leaves finishes the taste sensation. This wine is well structured and held up by a firm  
but elegant tannins that has a soft and sweet finish as it tip toes down your throat.  
  

Meerlust Rubicon          R 1295   
Very deep, youthful colour, and intense almost purple hue. Very classic Rubicon nose with violets, ripe  
plum, cedar wood and intense spiciness. Still young and still intense, promising further maturation  
potential. The palate is full bodied, structured but packed with fresh dark fruit and rounded, linear tannins. 
 

Steenberg Nebbiolo          R 670 
A medium bodied red wine with a light red colour and surprising nose of spice and foresty aromas,  
well balanced by soft oaky notes. 
 

Saronsberg Full Circle         R 1495    
The wine has a deep, dark purple colour with prominent dark fruit, red berry and ripe cherry flavours,  
followed by seductive spice and violet nuances. The palate is textured and full-bodied with plush fruit and  
wild scrub notes, capsuled in silky tannins ending in a long finish. 
 

De Toren Z           R 1100    
The renowned De Toren Z follows through perfectly on the palate, revealing subtle hints of spices,  
ripe blackberries, plum and cherries. The integrated, complex and beautiful rounded tannins of this Merlot  
dominant blend finish of velvety, yet the blend is vibrant and expressive. It’s tantalizingly soft on the tongue.  
A pure and soft integration of oak, lends a creamy finish with a hint of aniseed on the nose 
 

Rust en Vrede Estate          R 1495    
Distinctive aromas of crème de cassis, black forest gateaux and sandalwood give way to subtle vanilla and  
nutmeg spice. Chalky fine grain tannins revealed the structure of the blend and provide a rounded mouth feel.  
Flavours of black cherry and toast are balanced by well integrated acidity.  
 

Book XVII            R 9250    
There is a bouquet of dark, perfumed blackberries, plum, vanilla, and a hint of sweet oak spice on the nose.  
This wine delights with a dense yet vibrant palate and exceptional flavours of blueberries, and freshly  
ripened black current. As one has come to expect, this wine has a delicate acidity that holds all its components  
in perfect harmony, as well as fine, polished, almost mineral tannins. 

 

Patronus            R 9190    
Complimentary of the nose, flavours of red plum and black cherries primarily entice the taste buds with gentle  
notes of coconut with hints of oak. A sensation of tart currant, leads the wine into a long fragrant finish with fresh 
acidity, gentle tannins and a hint of sweet tobacco.  
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MERLOT 

 

Uva Mira The Mira Merlot         R 535      
It is harmoniously balanced with flavours of red berries, cedar and delicate herbal notes. The mid palate 
structure is defined with fresh, lingering acidity that neatly tapers to a dry finish. 
 

Vergelegen Merlot          R 592      
Ripe plum colour with a ruby rim.  The nose shows ripe fruit flavours, black cherries, plum, spice and a  
touch of chocolate.  The ripeness of the fruit is balanced by fresh fruit acidity with soft wood and fruit tannins.   
The aftertaste is long and lasting. 
 

Villiera Merlot                   R 365      
The colour of the wine is brilliant red. The aroma shows hints of wood spice and mint with attractive dark  
berry fruit. On the palate the wine is rich and full with juicy soft tannins and good acidity. The wine has a  
long finish but is drinkable at present. 
 

Meerlust Merlot             R 798    
Deep, youthful purple colour with a ruby rim. Intense dark fruit on the nose, mulberry and damson plum  
with hints of dark chocolate and spice. The full bodied palate offers generous, ripe, pure Merlot fruit with  
refreshing acidity, structured yet silky tannins and pronounced length and minerality. There is a core of  
juiciness, opulence and richness typical of the variety. 
 

Steenberg Merlot          R 535     
A wine distinctive in flavour and character with an amazingly open nose of Eucalyptus and Mint.  
Bold flavours of buchu and dark chocolate with intense and fine tannins which give length to this full  
in flavour wine with excellent body and colour. 
 

 
 PINOT NOIR 

 
Thelema Sutherland Pinot Noir        R 495 
This Pinot Noir was aged in French oak barrels for 9 months. The wine shows pure fruit aromas, lovely  
perfumed forest floor characteristics and hints of smoky spice. Earthy flavours of wild strawberry and spice  
on the palate end in a long, refined finish. 
 

Paul Cluver Pinot Noir         R 695 
Wild berries and concentrated black truffle bouquet on underlying spiciness which will develop into typical  
organic mushrooms characters. 
 

Haute Cabriere Pinot Noir         R 656 
Pinot Noir produced in the elegant style of old Burgundy. Aromas of strawberries & ripe cherries follow  
through to the palate, lingering long In the after taste. 
 

Bouchard Finlayson Galpin Peak                         R 1195 
Full bodied and scented with exciting whiffs of strawberries and truffles with lots of red berry characteristics. 
 

Meerlust Pinot Noir                            R 1150 
Intense, vivid translucent youthful purple-ruby appearance. On the palate there are very pure Pinot fruit 
flavours on entry with red cherry and musk flavours coupled with fresh acidity. The wine has layered complexity 
with great elegance and finesse. Very fine lacy, almost powdery tannin on the finish. 
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SHIRAZ 
 

Saxenburg Private Collection Shiraz       R 559       
This 100 % Shiraz with its warm spicy flavours and hints of coffee strikes  
a fine balance between fruit and tannins, but more red fruit flavours, reflecting our past experience and the  
maturity of the vineyards. 
 

Kevin Arnold Shiraz          R 652      
Ripe figs, black pepper and spice aromas compliments a palate which is dry with lightly structured tannins.   
On the palate the oak also plays a complimentary role & doesn’t dominate.  It is subtle yet powerful without  
excessive extract. 
 

Vergelegen Shiraz               R 610      
Dark ruby with violets, spice, chocolate and black & red berries on the nose. It is elegant on the palate  
with tannins that are ripe & soft which leaves a long clean aftertaste. 
  

Rust en Vrede Shiraz          R 735       
Flavours of dark plum, cherry, leather and smoked bacon are infused with subtle oak following through to  
the palate with pepper and, spice, cherry and a hint of eucalyptus. A rich mid-palate mouth feel with a  
well rounded lengthy finish. 
  

Saronsberg Shiraz          R 689  
The Shiraz has a deep, dark purple colour with prominent ripe plum, red berry and floral flavours with  
undertones of spice. The oak is well balanced with full, firm yet accessible tannins.  
 

Boschendal Shiraz          R 455   
Dark mulberry in colour, this youthful wine is a true South African Shiraz and has luxurious fruit with  
aromas of cassis, blackberry, pepper and liquorice. It is elegant and complex, with well-integrated wood  
and soft tannins on the palate.  
 

 

 CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
 
Saxenberg Cabernet Sauvignon        R 595      
A classic wine with layers of ripe blackcurrant and cassis fruit combined with a penetrating ripe tannin finish.  
 

La Motte Cabernet Sauvignon        R 394      
An intense varietal nose with black currant, violets, mint & slight plum. This wine has a heavy body but  
rounded tannins & a fleshy consistency. 
 

Rust en Vrede Cabernet Sauvignon                          R 735     
Red fruit & violet aromas lead to subtle nuances of dark chocolate, liquorice & characteristic lead pencil  
notes. Red berry & mocha flavours are supported by a well-structured creamy mid-palate with fine grainy  
tannins. 
 

Waterford Cabernet Sauvignon                               R 715     
Aromas of cedar wood, lead pencil & cassis with tinges of white chalk which follows into a palate of spice,  
chocolate & coffee which renders this an intensely structured wine. 
 

Kanonkop Cabernet Sauvignon           R 1160    
A full-bodied classic robust style of wine.  Attractive black currant and mocha flavours with a complex  
palate and long, dry finish. 
 

Uva Mira The Mira Cabernet Sauvignon       R 610    
The palate is silky with concentrated flavours of stylish black cherry and plum with nuances of aniseed.  
The well-integrated tannin structure is complemented by refreshing acidity and a dry, lingering finish. 
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PINOTAGE 

 
 

Grangehurst Pinotage         R 595      
Dark ruby colour with red berry and plumy fruitiness with vanilla, oak and spice. Full on the palate. 
 
Kanonkop Pinotage          R 1275      
This is a full-bodied wine, has a deep ruby colour exuding the flavours of red and black berries,  
raspberry, plum and hints of banana.  
 
 

Saxenberg Pinotage          R 465     
Rich, deep purple in colour, with a mouth filling concentration of savoury smoked meat and ripe plum fruit  
matched by a seamless integration of American oak and ripe tannins.  
 

 
PORTS & FORTIFIED WINES 

 

Served per Glass: 
 

Messias Ruby Port           R   72   
Messias Tawny Port         R   72  
Messias 10 year Port         R   79  
Messias 20 year Port         R 125  
Messias 30 year Port         R 185   
Messias 40 year Port         R 245   
Allesverloren           R   72 

 
  

DESSERT WINES 
 
 
Klein Constantia Vin De Constance (500ml)     per glass  R 565 
Muscat de Frontignan          Per bottle   R2385  
A bright racy style. Candied orange peel, sundried peaches and whiffs of sandalwood on the nose.  
The palate is full and viscous with waves of white peach and pear flavours, restrained acidity and fine,  
nutty finish. 

  
De Wetshof Edeloes (500ml)      per glass  R 315 
Weisser Riesling         Per bottle   R 1395  
A naturally sweet wine. Sweet marmalade and honey flavours, balanced by a pleasant background acidity.  
Charming, complex rich aroma of botrytis. 
 

Paul Cluver Noble Late Harvest (375ml)     per glass    R 255 
Weisser Riesling         Per bottle   R 925   
A nose packed with apricot, spice and honey. The mouth feel is full and impressively rich but with superb 
balance, the result of elegant Riesling acidity. A long lingering aftertaste. 
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